Board of Trustees meeting

**Acting president will take charge as Walters' recoveries**

By Jane Bech
Staff Writer

The MSC Board of Trustees held their second meeting this year on Nov. 5.

The main issue on the agenda was President Donald Walters' illness. Faculty representative to the board, Dr. Kathleen Wilkins, and president of the faculty union, Catherine Becker, expressed deep concern on behalf of the faculty.

In a letter to the board, Becker recommended the establishment of an "orderly and efficient environment in which administrative decisions could be made." She requested the board appoint an acting president as soon as possible.

Chairperson of the Board Murray Cole stated that the board will meet with the vice presidents and the campus leadership of the college to discuss the people that have been suggested. The board will then appoint the acting president who will preside until the return of Dr. Walters.

Cole, while speaking with Walters, said that the president appeared alert and medical reports were optimistic. Walters' doctor is convinced that he will be able to return to his position.

The board approved Walters' leave of absence till May 12, 1988, and depending upon his condition, they will take a decision to appoint a new president.

Blanche Haller, director of library services, presented a report based on a recent study by the Middle States Task Force, which has accredited the MSC library as "excellent."

Haller said that in 1977 Sprague Library had its first order and cataloging system installed which computerized many of the library's operations.

According to Haller, the library now has "on-line cataloging, inter-library borrowing, on-line purchasing, and a computerized reference system that was installed in 1983."

Haller complained of "overcrowding" in regard to both books and students. She said "the addition of a new building has been discussed for many years but plans have never materialized."

Mike Rodak, student trustee, expressed a need to keep longer library hours in order to provide the students with a place to stay late at night. Haller replied, "I don't consider the library a study hall. The library is also very expensive to keep open, because of various maintenance costs."

She suggested separate study halls in dorms. Haller said, "the library will supply thesauruses and dictionaries if the idea was implemented."

Board member Philip Thayer briefed the board on the outcomes assessment report. The report has been approved by the NJ Board of Higher Education.

Dr. Jean Armstrong, vice president for student affairs, revealed the enrollment report for the 1987 fall semester. MSC experienced an increase in enrollment of 2.6% for this semester. The overall college attendance has decreased with 2.1%.

The increase in enrollment was slightly higher than anticipated. Armstrong attributed it partly to the new marketing campaign and partly to a general increase nationwide.

A contract to remove the landfill known as "Carrino Sanitary Landfill" was approved.

Located at the northern part of the campus, the landfill was ordered removed in 1984 by state law. The removal is expected to begin soon and will be complete by Jan. 1988.

News on capital financing for state colleges was also discussed. Governor Torn Kean did not approve of a plan created by the Department of Higher Education, which suggested that state colleges should be authorized to sell bonds to finance building repair. The rejection may mean the decision will have to be made by a public referendum.

**Students take advantage of free testing at Thirteenth Health Fair**

By Richard J. Steffen Correspondent

The 13th Annual Health Fair at MSC was held last Wed. from 9:00 am to 4:00 pm in the Student Center Ballrooms. Students and faculty took advantage of the variety of medical tests and screenings that were available at little or no cost.

The fair offered free cancer screenings, eye tests, hearing tests, blood pressure checkups among many others. The theme of this year's fair was "Fall into Health," focusing on making students and faculty more aware of their own bodies.

The Health Fair was presented by the Health Professions Association under the supervision of the Department of Health Professions. Dr. John Reed, faculty advisor to the association, said the day was, "a complete success and a credit to the college."

Father Art Humphry of the Newman Campus Ministry is shown undergoing one of several free diagnostic tests offered at the Thirteenth Annual Health Fair. The Health Fair, sponsored by the Health Professions Association, took place on Nov. 4.

**Racism: a cloudy issue to define**

By Dan McMahon Correspondent

Racism was the key issue addressed by YWCA national member, Kay Logan, in her speech to a group of faculty and students in the Student Center Ballroom, Mon., Nov. 9.

The lecture was sponsored by the Latin American Student Organization (LASO) as part of Latin Month, being held in November.

What had been advertised as a lecture on racial justice became an open discussion on racism.

Logan initiated the discussion by asking the audience to answer a few questions dealing with traditional conceptions of racism.

She asked the audience to agree or disagree, "All whites are racists."

One member of the audience said that the idea of racism was entrenched in white society, while others in the audience said the environment of an individual can determine whether or not they are racists.

Logan continued her questions, but the greatest dispute came when she asked whether or not latinos could be considered a race.

The argument was not resolved and it demonstrated Logan's point when she said, "There is no light, clear definition of what race is."

She said that the conception of race arose from a combination of what the social sciences and natural sciences have decided over the last 200 years. The conception they have formed is one that contains three races: white, black, and monoglid.

Another question that Logan asked was if blacks are racists. She believes they can't be because blacks do not control institutional power, and racism is a set of institutions in a society that limit a person.

She stated that those who run the institutions benefit from racism, and that blacks do not benefit from racism.

Some of the members of the audience contended that blacks were racists. However, she argued that blacks are not racists.
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Campus Police Report

Blanton female assaulted by visiting male student
By Jill Ficarra
Staff Writer

On Thu., Nov. 5, a student visiting his girlfriend in Blanton Hall assaulted her during a confrontation. Damage was also incurred to her dorm room. The male was arrested and a court date is pending.

On Nov. 2, during the intramural football game practice, a fight broke out between several students. Organizers of the event are expected to identify the persons involved.

Welsch named as acting registrar

The college administration has recently approved the re-lease of Mark Butler from his responsibilities as Registrar to assume the leadership role in the implementation of the new Student Information System (SIS).

For the duration of this project, William M. Welsch, the Associate Registrar, will assume the role of Acting Registrar. He will assume full responsibility for the day-to-day activities and operation of this office.

Welsch will officially assume his new role on October 26. The college community's cooperation during the transition period is critical to the success of this new information system.

A diet analysis

On Nov. 16, Dr. Carol Byrd-Bredbenner of the Home Economics Department, is conducting a study to determine how well people meet their essential nutritional needs. A computer diet analysis usually costs $20.00 or more but students can have their diets analyzed free of charge.

If students would like to participate in the project and receive free diet analysis, they should come to the Student Center, Room 103 of the Student Center, extension 7240 or 746-2323, Mon. through Fri., 9:00 am to 3:30 pm. Either Father Art or Ann D'Angelo will help you.

Charity

Each year at Thanksgiving, Christmas and Easter, the Newman Campus Ministry Center gets a fair share of food, clothing or toys that were gathered for the poor, asking where they can be sent.

Since those who assist the poor on a full time basis try to plan ahead, students might consider the same. Father Art Humphrey, chaplain of the Newman Center, would be happy in these days before the holidays to put students in touch with an actual person, rather than just a case, so that they might tailor their group/organization's giving. In this way you could help a person, a family, or a service group directly. Even though most of the contacts come through the Catholic church, they do serve a multi-racial, multi-lingual, and multi-cultural economic need.

If you would like some assistance, please call the Newman Center, extension 7240 or 746-2323, Mon. through Fri., 9:00 am to 3:30 pm. Either Father Art or Ann D'Angelo will help you.

View from the SGA

Make the change work for you
By Rob Acerra
SGA President

Due to the cancellation of classes yesterday, the Student Government was forced to postpone a vote on a possible SGA fee increase until next week's meeting.

The SGA is seeking the support of every undergraduate student to prevent the MSC Board of Trustees from raising such fees as the parking or general service fee. These fees, from which you, the student, do not directly benefit, may be increased. But you can stop it!

The SGA would like to keep your money working for you by increasing the number of events and the quality of services provided to the students of MSC.

To do so, the SGA is awaiting passage of a bill which would change the SGA constitution. This bill, when passed, will allow the SGA to bring the question of a one dollar increase in the SGA fee to the entire undergraduate student body for approval.

In order to gain such approval, and thus seek the board's support, 20 percent or 2011 undergraduate students must come out and vote. Of this 20 percent, a majority of your (51 percent) must vote yes. This increase will generate an additional 180,000 dollars from which all students may benefit.

Tom Mergola, President of Quarterly,MSC's student literary magazine urged, "The increased fee will allow more funds to be allotted to the Class of '88 Organizations and the SGA. This will provide the MSC students with better programs and more services.

Voting will run between Nov. 30 and Dec. 12. Times and locations will vary in order to attract every possible student. The SGA is looking for the support of each chartered organization to "Adopt—a-Day."

During voting, the members of each organization would man the booths. With such a large number of hours to cover, the SGA will need all the help we can get.

Rosemarie Savino, Director of Programming, commented, "Other chartered organizations, like Quarterly, who will benefit the most from an increase, will hopefully come out and assist the SGA with the proposed legislation."

A tuition increase is inevitable. The Board of Trustees will be determining just how much of an increase to charge the students in the Spring semester.

Fees which may not exceed an amount equal to 30 percent of tuition may also rise in proportion to the tuition rise. The SGA hopes, since our fee has not changed since 1977, the students will see the need for this increase.

Mike Rodak, a member of the board encouraged the student body to come out and vote and show their support for the SGA fee increase. This, Rodak said, will allow the Board of Trustees to consider such a request.

The SGA has already gained the support of the Residence Hall Federation in our attempt to increase the fee. Following a meeting on Tuesday, Nancy Colby, President of RHF, pledged the support of her organization. From door-hangers to table-tents, the members of RHF will be soliciting the support of each resident to come out and vote.

Become apart of the fight. Keep your money working for you. Stop by the SGA Office Room 103 of the Student Center or call 893-4202 to find out how you can get involved. Just say yes!

Racial justice

Solutions to the problem is through discussion, especially with college students. In this way, racial lines can be crossed. "Academia exists for this purpose," said Logan.

Logan travels to college campuses across the nation to initiate such discussions. Her work for YWCA is concerned greatly with students and the problem of racism.

She believes these lectures and discussions help because the key to the problem is, "opening up."

Health Fair

Representatives from local medical centers and associations took part in the day's activities. Cynthia McAra, a representative for the Sickle Cell Education and Service Foundation of NJ, said it was "a better turnout than our usual." We tested many students who will require further examination, but the tests were not done in the office.

Clara Maas Medical Center addressed self-awareness by having students and faculty write on a poster what they do to stay healthy.

Schmid Laboratories focused attention on AIDS.

Some of the AIDS patients in the film have since died of the disease. There is a genuine concern and there are encouraging responses from everyone here today, and I hope we helped make them stop and think a little harder," said Phil Frank, representative of Schmid Laboratories.

McGruff and the Montclair Crime Center had a display set up concerning campus crime and rape. McGruff said the only problem with the fair was that people didn't know whether they were "fighting for fire prevention or a reject from the television series All."
Liz Claiborne, Inc. is seeking bright college graduates interested in turning their degrees into successful careers. Individuals who can act quickly in our fast-paced environment. Our on-site, on-the-job training program will teach you all you need to know about distribution centers and the apparel industry. (December graduates are encouraged to apply.)

Working at our national distribution centers in the Meadowlands area, you'll receive a good starting salary and comprehensive benefits. For prompt consideration, please send your resume in confidence to:

Warehouse Personnel Manager
Liz Claiborne, Inc.
One Claiborne Avenue
North Bergen, NJ 07047
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Help bring the world together.
Host an exchange student.

International Youth Exchange, a Presidential Initiative for peace, brings teenagers from other countries to live for a time with American families and attend American schools. Learn about participating as a volunteer host family.

Write: YOUTH EXCHANGE
Pueblo, Colorado 81009

And save 10% off our renovation package including:
• Personalized Body Sculpting Programs for Guys and Gals in our 5600 sq. ft Gym
• More than 30,000 lbs of Free Weights
• Training with our 1988 Olympic Contenders
• Five Guest Passes, Gift Certificate & Three Months FREE

We'll fly your student body to Boston/Washington for only $39.

It's the lowest one way airfare to Boston or Washington—lower than the price of a couple of textbooks. And it doesn't come with a lot of prerequisites. Just purchase a round trip ticket, stay over a Saturday night, and be willing to part with a 25% cancellation fee should you decide to bag your trip. Seats are limited, but the fare is good on all of Continental's plethora of flights to Boston or Washington. The only thing that leaves more frequently than our flights are the special $5.00 buses every 15 minutes between our Newark terminal and Manhattan.

So prove your student body is savvy in the Economics Department. Call Continental at 212-319-9494 in Newark at 201-596-6000 or elsewhere at 1-800-525-0280.
Professional models from Brazil display evening wear at the LASO Fashion Show, part of Latin Month, which is continuing throughout the month of November.

Photos by Wally Acuna

PLAY THE FIELD!
Explore Employment Options
Immediate Openings
Flexible Schedules

$100—BONUS
After 80 Hours Work
(New Apps. Only With This Ad)
Acct., Admin., Bkpg., Clerical, Cust. Service, Data Entry, Reception, Secretarial, Typing, Word Processing ....

WE OFFER:
* Superior Pay Rates
* Vacation/Holiday Pay
* Additional Bonus Plan
* Optional Insurance Package
* Convenient Local Assignments

Call Wendy at 256-2444
Steeple Temporary Services
25 Notch Rd., Little Falls, NJ
(Near Montclair/Clifton - Valley Rd.)
NEVER A FEE

You should know about new e.p.t. stick test. It's the fast and easy way to find out if you're pregnant. Or not. And you find out in private. If the stick turns pink, you're pregnant. If it stays white, you're not. It's that simple. If you have any questions about e.p.t., call us toll free 1-800-562-0266. In New Jersey, call collect (201) 540-2458. e.p.t.® The first and most trusted name in pregnancy testing.

Introducing new e.p.t.® stick test.
Alliance of Jewish Student Unions PRESENTS: SWIM—GYM PARTY Sunday Nov. 15, 1987 6-11 pm at the "Y" Admission $3.00 COST INCLUDES BARBEQUE (Hamburgers, hotdogs, soda, etc.) 760 Northfield Ave. West Orange for information call 642-1922

JOIN / The Montclarion ...it's never too late! If you enjoy: — Writing — Photography — Graphic arts — Proofreading — Layout — Paste-up Stop by our office We welcome new members all year round. It's never too late to join. And remember English, Journalism, Communications, Art students... IT LOOKS GOOD ON YOUR RESUME!!!
A Class One of the SGA

ATTENTION: SENIORS

Sittings being done now. Sign up in the SC Annex. Pictures will be done in Rm. 418 of the SC Annex. Don't Forget The $3.00 Sitting Fee!

LA Campana is a Class I Organization of the SGA

FOR E V E R  T A N

Keep Your Summer Glow
260 Bellevue Ave.
Upper Montclair, NJ
Above the Bellevue Theatre 783-0077

1/2 Price Tanning Special

Join any package at regular price and receive any package less than or equal to that value for 1/2 price at time of renewal. (With this coupon) Expires Dec. 31, 1987

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE VALID ONLY WITH THIS COUPON EXPIRES 11/26/87

JUSTNAIS
744-3857
260 BELLEVUE AVENUE, UPPER MONTCLAIR, N.J. 07042
Next to FOREVER TAN

*SET OF TIPS & WRAPS $40.00
reg. $65

*SET OF WRAPS $30.00
reg. $40

*AIRBRUSHING ART & MANICURE $15.00
reg. $24
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Sittings being done now. Sign up in the SC Annex. Pictures will be done in Rm. 418 of the SC Annex. Don't Forget The $3.00 Sitting Fee!
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Call your mummy.

You remember. She was always there when you were frightened. And if you got hurt, she was standing by with bandages. Wouldn't it feel good to talk to your mother again right now?

Calling over AT&T Long Distance Service probably costs less than you think, too. And if you have any questions about AT&T rates or service, a customer service representative is always standing by to talk to you. Just call 1 800 222-0300.

Sure, your schoolwork and your friends keep you busy. But call home and find out what she's wrapped up in.

AT&T
The right choice.

Part-Time Sales
With Management Potential
America's Largest Sofabed Specialist
$6.00 per hour plus commission
Excellent exposure into retail world
Good appearance, outgoing personality and conscientious work habits necessary
No Experience Needed
We are open 68 hrs Sat. 10-9
Mon. thru Fri. 10-9 Sun. 12-5
Pick up your hours
Jennifer Convertibles
Contact Mr. Falk: 201-343-0300

THANKSGIVING CONVOCATION
AN INTERFAITH CELEBRATION
OF WORD, PRAYER AND SONG
hosted by the
CAMPUS MINISTRY COUNCIL
Tuesday, November 24, 1987
11 noon - Ballroom A
For Information Call: 7240 or 746-2323
The Biggest
Is Looking
For The
Best

The Prudential - the nation’s largest diversified financial services organization - is seeking ambitious and energetic individuals for positions in our Information Systems Office.

We're looking for the most talented future executives we can find! If you have a strong background in computer science, business, or liberal arts and are interested in the exciting and challenging positions we have in our computer systems areas, please join our Prudential representatives at an Information Session on Thursday, November 12, 1987 at 6:00 pm in the Student Center Annex, Room 106.

For more information, contact your Placement Office.

EARTH CARE '88 SEMINARS

Workshops Include

- Pesticides
- Coastal Issues
- Wetlands/Salt Marshes
- Recycling/Solid Waste
- Urban Gardening
- Wildlife Management
- Endangered Species
- Soil Conservation
- Environmental Enforcement
- Environmental Political Involvement

The program begins at 9:15 in Ballroom C.

First workshop is from 10:15 - 11:15.
Second workshop is from 11:30 - 12:30.
All of the workshops are in the Student Center Ballrooms A&B.

For more info stop by Rm 120 or call 893-5102.

Conservation Club is a Class I organization of the SGA
As a Marine Officer, you could be in charge of a Mach 2+/F/A-18A, a vertical take-off Harrier of one of our other jets or helicopters. And you could do it by the time you’re 23. But it takes a special commitment on your part. We demand leaders at all levels. We teach you to be one.

If you’re a freshman or sophomore, ask about our undergraduate officer commissioning programs. If you’re a junior, check out our graduate programs. Starting salaries are from $17,000 to $23,000. And you can count on going farther...faster.

We’re looking for a few good men.

For more information on how you can become a Marine Officer and/or Pilot, call Captain Devlin at 750-9405/06.

THE MARINE OFFICER SELECTION TEAM WILL BE IN THE STUDENT CENTER FROM 10:00 am TO 2:00 pm ON 16-17 of NOVEMBER.
A time to remember

Looking back is never easy.

Taking time out to recall a period in America's history, not so long ago, when each day that passed might have meant the loss of a loved one or a life ruled by haunting memories. A time when those who experienced loss knew only too well the grave injustices that were their fate. It is the time of which those of us who are fortunate not to live in a time of turmoil and sadness that must remember.

We must learn what we can and teach others. For it is those with knowledge who have the power. The power to prevent such tragedies from ever recurring again. To forget would be to leave gaps and open ends. Eventually these gaps would become filled with suspicion, greed, violence and eventually war.

In honor of Veteran's Day, Nov. 11, 1987, The Montclarion would like to remember.

The following excerpt was written by a former Montclarion editor, recalling his visit to the Vietnam Veteran's Memorial at The Mall in Washington D.C.

A walkway leads to the names of the missing and dead which are etched into the sugar black marble wall. Sightseers are instantly changed into entranced witnesses upon entering. Their words were taken away, their senses were heightened. The Vietnam Memorial, my cohorts and I soon realized, is not a site but a hallowed ground.

The experience ends when you come upon the two veterans playing guitars at the foot of the Lincoln Memorial, singing, "We're not just gonna forget it happened this time."

You leave when the chills running down your spine disappear and are replaced by the chill covering your entire body.

You realize that the few sentences the history books do grant to the Vietnam conflict are far too few and incomplete. You suddenly realize that 58,000 American lives were lost for reasons we aren't even too sure of today. You now feel the injustice to the American soldier who fought for a war they did not create, but fought bravely for. They are never credited for courage and bravery in glorious victories or hard-fought defeats.

The saddest and most devastating part of the memorial: the letter lying at the foot of one marble slab from one veteran to his friend. "You've always been my blood brother," it says, as the letter recounts the day 19 years ago when his friend threw his body onto a grenade to save his friend's life. "I tell my wife and daughter about you all the time," it says, as the letter recalls the lying at the foot of one marble slab from one veteran to his friend.

It's not morning, America—Wake up!

The more recent decision to protect Kuwaiti oil tankers in the Persian Gulf is another amazing program. American ships are subject to attack in international waters that have also been mined, and those same ships are instructed to fire back. American servicemen are receiving combat pay for their tours of duty in the area. According to Ron, they are not engaged in or in danger of encountering "imminent hostilities," however, so the War Powers Resolution is not applicable. People may remember the first Middle East plan Ron had. The secretaries of defense and state opposed it; the Joint Chiefs of Staff said the location was indefensible. So Ron put approximately two hundred seven-marines in Lebanon, anyway. So the marines were all killed.

The legal activities of the Reagan administration, and of many current and former members, have been less than exemplary. The Iran-Contra affair excluded. More Reagan aides have been investigated or indicted than from any other administration. Insider trading, contempt of court, illegal lobbying, and illegal business practices are among the charges. Edwin Meese, the Attorney General and head of the Justice Department, has been investigated more than once, most recently testifying over his association with the Wodtech firm.

The advice Reagan receives from the Justice Department these days isn't too good either. After he tried to "Bork" America's civil liberties with Judge Robert Bork, Reagan selected Judge Douglas Ginsburg. Although both less experienced and less intelligent than Bork, Ginsburg was portrayed as a "law and order" judge. Unfortunately, he failed the "law and order" test when he revealed that as a law professor in 1979 he had smoked marijuana. Reagan, Bennett, and others tried to pass it off as an error of youth, but Ginsburg was unwilling to face the continued public scrutiny and withdrew his name.

So far Reagan has two strikes against him in trying to complete the nine person roster of the Court. It's odd that his nominees come from the University of Chicago School of Law, because Wrigley Field has no lights and Ron is playing in the dark. The real question, though, is will Kennedy vote for Kennedy?
Flag football team protests Class One’s decision

SILC running from its responsibility?

To the editor:

Picture this— a football team has a third down on their own one-yard line with 2-1/2 minutes left in the game and down 13 points. Also there is running time until the final two minutes.

What do you think will occur? Well, if you are the 1970 Dallas Cowboys with Roger “the Dodger” Staubach at quarterback, possibly a sensational comeback will ensue. Otherwise, frustration will surface, especially with the winning team already celebrating. Such was the case at Sprague Field on Nov. 2, during a flag football game between the Clam Diggers and the Clove Crew teams.

Naturally, under such frustrated stress there is a search for release. What other way to release frustration when one can’t win, than through physical aggression? Physical aggression that led to a wild push and shove match that resulted in two fist fights.

A major reason for this brawl was the fact that the "semi-contact" sport of flag football became quite rough. This roughness was partly a result of loose officiating. Officiating so lax that when a player was ejected from the game for his second personal foul, the referees could not control him. The player did not comply with Student Intramural Leisure Council (SILC) rules. Instead, the captain of the Clam Diggers repeatedly went after a player on the Clove Crew. A major confrontation ensued and the game was called. All of this was caused by a player who was no longer officially in the game. After the game, the Clove Crew was informed they would be playing in the championship game the following day. Complications arose. Some representatives from the Clove Crew met with the SILC to discuss the alteration.

Without taking into consideration what the Clove Crew had to say in their behalf, the SILC made a ruling on the fate of the Clove Crew. There would be no championship game because both teams involved in the calamity were disqualified. Because a player who was asked to leave the field did not.

Because of his initiation of a fight everybody is penalized. There were three other options that the SILC brought out and then discarded: 1. Disqualify one team; 2. Disqualify the players who fought; 3. Take no action.

In order to dispose of the total situation in the easiest manner, SILC decided to fold the league for the season, cancel the championship game, and penalize everyone. They quit.

Instead of trying to rectify the problem SILC ran from the situation. Instead of making the fairest ruling, SILC made a ruling that would make them look the best they could with all events taken into account. They are scared to have a championship game for fear of a recurrence. Is this the way we are taught to take care of situations at MSC? Or are we given incentive to correct inadequacies of something in order to make it better?

The Clove Crew would like to voice some problems they have with SILC. SILC made an arbitrary decision without having the decency to take Clove Crew's arguments and points into consideration. This process was undemocratic and unfair.

Secondly, the decision seems to represent the best way to hide a problem rather than facing and correcting it. Lastly, the decision nullifies all the time and energy each division champion sacrificed to get to the finals.

The members of the Clove Crew ask if this is dignified and proper action for an organization of the SGA to take. As a Class One organization one would assume that the SILC could fulfill the schedule they proposed at the beginning of the season, especially since they are spending all the students money.

Clove Crew

‘Little people’ cited for outstanding work

To the editor:

Quite often, when a major event takes place, all the credit and congratulations is showered upon the person in charge, and the “little people” who were instrumental in the planning and execution are forgotten. I would not like this to happen.

I was the chairperson of the 1987 Health Fair held on Nov. 4 in the Student Center Ballrooms. All reports that I have received indicate that the event was phenomenal success. However, I cannot accept all the congratulations, because I did not labor alone. With my sincere appreciation, I would like to recognize everyone who did the real work.

The ladies in the Upward Bound Office, who typed all the letters, completed massive mailing, and ran endless errands; the maintenance staff in the Student Center, who set up the ballrooms and put up with endless calls for more tables and found them; Pat Neider, who took care of all publicity; Massha Young, who took care of all Student Center reservations; John O’Brian who coordinated all the AV equipment; and the SGA, without whom we wouldn’t be here and all the volunteers who donated their time and energy.

Special credit and many, many thanks should be showered upon Dean Michelli, who provided much needed financial support; Wood Food Services, who donated refreshments; Dr. Hoitsma, for supporting the Health Professionals Association; Dr. Redd, for consenting to be Faculty Advisor; and of course all participating organizations and professionals, and everyone who attended.

Arranging the entire Health Fair was a very stressful time for me, and I must also extend my apologies to anyone and everyone who put up with me during that time, including the staff of WMSC; Father Art Humphrey, the Drop-In Center; and certain significant others in my life. I would like everyone to know that their support and patience was appreciated more than they could ever know.

In closing, I hope that all praise, good wishes, and congratulations be showered upon everyone mentioned (and anyone I may have forgotten) because they truly were the backbone of the Health Fair. To all who offered congratulations, and to all who attended, thank you.

And to next year’s chairperson: You have my best wishes and condolences.

Michelle M. Samary
Senior/Health Professions

Get Involved

The Montclarion Letters Policy

The Montclarion offers the unique opportunity for all MSC students to have a voice on campus. We encourage all students to express their viewpoints in the Letters page.

All letters must be:
* typewritten and double spaced
* addressed to the editor
* submitted by 4 PM on the Monday before the Thursday issue
* include student ID number, year, major, and telephone number for confirmation.

Letters must be signed, but names will be withheld upon request.
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**Bronson breathes new life into Death Wish 4**

By Tom Bond  
Staff Writer

Given today’s epidemic cocaine problem, it is no wonder that many people want to see something done about this menace. Columbia Films Inc. seems to be spearheading the anti-drug campaign. They just released Death Wish 4: The Crackdown, a rather forceful flick about a guy who has seen too many teenagers keel over on nose candy.

Charles Bronson stars as Paul Kersey, a not so mild-mannered Los Angeles architect leads a peaceful life until his daughter overdoses on crack. Kersey talks every pusher from street-level to internationally known suffer for this tragedy.

George Dickerson enters the scene as Detective Reiner, a cop with a keen hatred of vigilantes. Reiner tries everything to stop Kersey but finds it impossible. Maybe it’s because Kersey is receiving military aid from an obscure but wealthy businessman.

The notable aspect of Bronson’s acting is his use of monotone. He either talks tough or doesn’t talk at all. He handles himself as well as a fist up vigilante but the role is hardly challenging.

Gunshots far outnumber spoken words. We don’t get to explore the world of Kersey. Instead, we get to explore the wide world of weaponry. Sleek-looking guns are nice but charismatic actor revealing conversation is better.

Dickerson gives us a realistic view of a lawman afraid of the wrath of a vigilante. He is a colorful character. We see all the emotions of a pressured policeman burst out of him. His past is as dominant as Bronson’s, but more convincing.

The greatest thing about this picture is that it shows us what we love to see. The bad guys get trashed and massacred without even knowing what hit them.

The fact that this entire film is a far-fetched fantasy is effectively counterbalanced by the joy of seeing criminals drop like flies. It’s not just the bullet-packed bedlam that gets you going. It’s finding that crime doesn’t pay even if the prosecutor, jury and judge are all one person.

There are glaringly stupid stunts that make you wonder how many times Bronson can be lucky. In one scene, Kersey rides a drug lab with fire until his MAC-10 is empty. He then pistol-whips his way through an angry mob of cocaine users with the utmost ease.

In another frame, Kersey sails through a crowded roller rink and wastes five or six goons with an M-16 equipped with a grenade launcher without hitting innocent bystanders. The comedy elements would have been better if director J. Lee Thompson omitted a few scenes here and there.

However, Thompson succeeds in making Death Wish 4 flow. He sees to it that you don’t doze off. He makes sure that the bad guys get their share of scenes and Bronson doesn’t gain total control of the camera. It would have been so easy to see Bronson ninety percent of the time and the crooks only ten percent of the time.

Futhermore, Thompson was wise enough to go along with a contemporary theme. Instead of the common street mugger, the more recent threat of the coke trafficker is brought into focus. This theme helps the old potion of man taking the law into his own hands a bit more interesting.

**Death Wish 4** was not bad for a fourth time-around flick. I originally expected to see a routine action film and found an action film with a different taste. Not bad. But Bronson’s movies are all on the subject of fit for tat yet this time we see an anti-drug message being portrayed.

As for Bronson himself, he needs to display more depth and diversity in his acting if future “Death Wish” movies are to make the grade and there exists a need to clamp down on silly stunts that only divest the audience of a sense of involvement could make possible. Nevertheless, Death Wish 4 is fine for anyone who adores action and crimefighting. I give it three stars.

---

**Dance culture at MSC**

By Kristine Roome  
Correspondent

The Hungarian Folk Dance Ensemble performed last Saturday night in the Memorial Auditorium. This was the first time the group performed here, and from the turnout, not the last. There was a large audience, with the majority of the people being of Hungarian decent.

Those who witnessed this type of dance and culture for the first time were not disappointed.

Hungary is one of the oldest performing groups in the U.S. Formed in 1962, it is currently celebrating its 25th anniversary.

The group has performed throughout the U.S., Hungary and Canada, including the July 4th celebration at the Statue of Liberty.

The ensemble members and their families are dedicated to the group. Through practicing folk dancing, they have gained a greater understanding, appreciation and love of Hungarian folk culture.

When the music began, the girls, dressed in beautifully colored peasant costumes, filed out slowly. Following them, the men, predominately in black with white shirts, proceeded across the stage. As the music quickened, so did the pace of the dance until it finally became a whirlwind. It was a well choreographed and synchronized free form dance, with feet stamping and skirts swirling through the air.

The dances required many hours of practice and hard work. Each one is a workout and the dancers still smile and appear to be enjoying themselves.

The entire performance was in Magyar, except a brief introduction by the group leaders. They were a lot of fun for the dancers as well as the audience.

---

**Goldberg is great**

By Jennifer G. Stievelich  
Arts Editor

Wooopi Goldberg of *Burglar* and *Jumpin’ Jack Flash* is the comic star of *Fatal Beauty*. Goldberg plays Rizzoli, a street-wise narcotics detective who babbles jive phrases and makes crude remarks. She is a tough, single-minded fighter. She performs well and keeps the movie moving at a fast pace.

Her lines were delivered like those in her stage shows—quickly and hysterically.

Sam Elliott plays high-paid security guard Mike Marshack. Marshack is a greying Marlboro-man-type. His boss assigns him to follow Rizzoli. To add twist, Marshack’s boss is Rizzoli’s key suspect in a drug case. Although Marshack is forced to rescue her several times, Rizzoli fights to go solo.

As a team, Goldberg and Elliott are witty. Their appearances and attitudes complement each other and generate laughs.

Goldberg is a master of disguises just as in *Burglar*. Her blonde wig and gaudy dresses create masquerades of fun and lead to adventure. Goldberg’s ability to transform into new roles is fantastic.

The sequence of events in a crime story is generally standard: a problem is presented, several scenes are spent solving it, then the solution is reached. Unlike most detective movies, *Fatal Beauty* has a different twist. Rizzoli is the leader of a drug ring as the guilty party. Throughout the film the audience waits for her to prove he’s guilty.

Director Tom Holland stages several good scenes for Rizzoli’s search for clues. A sleazy drug alley filled with junkies is created, the area guarded by armed dealers on roof tops. Despite Rizzoli’s toughness, it is hard to accept that she enters this dangerous zone by herself.

Several more times Rizzoli plays the heroine. Holland stretches the realism of the plot, however. In one scene Rizzoli appears indestructible. After a fully-stocked shelf is pushed on top of her, she slides out without a scratch.

Some scenes offer more than others though. Rizzoli shares a tender moment with Marshack in which both present fine acting skills.

The movie had comedy, warmth and action, a lot of action. The final scene was the most suspenseful. The scene with good guys and bad guys shooting at each other in a crowded shopping mall is directed wonderfully. It is a fantastic end to a good movie.

With a good plot and Goldberg’s sly shot one liners, this movie is a success. Its ability to present a serious issue with concern and warmth is an important element overlooked in many of today’s films. *Fatal Beauty* gets three and one quarter stars.
comics

Bloom County
by Berke Breathed

Friday, November 13, 2-8 p.m.
Saturday, November 14, 10-4 p.m.
Omm Park Central—New York
7th Avenue and 5th Street

Mitshu
by G. Stuart Timm

Friday, November 20th
8pm-midnight
American Legion Hall
Little Falls

Dj. Food, Beer/Wine for $10 per person
See Club Officers/Marketing Dept. for tickets
(All are Welcome)
**Something Different**

By Ray Ecke
Staff Writer

Let's try to describe *Something Different* comedy club. It's been called a "revolutionary new wave variety of comedy," and "stand-up comedy's answer to The Rocky Horror Picture Show." My personal favorite is the "rock 'n roll kamikaze format." Regardless of which of these quotes impress you, *Something Different* is a unique comedy experience not to be missed.

Mickey Loesch (alias Mickey who?) started *Something Different* three years ago. Since then he has seen the success of the little luncheonette/comedy club grow to great heights.

What makes his show so unique is the way the audience gets involved.

"It's like five shows in one. It's a comedic three-ring circus," says Loesch.

**Short Cut**

The Dream Academy—
Remembrance Days (Reprise)

There are too many good folk-oriented pop music floating around these days. But then again, who cares, right? Folk is passe, right? Like disco.

Well, yes and no. Maybe folk music a la Peter, Paul and Mary is in hibernation, but there is something to be said for a band like The Dream Academy. *Remembrance Days,* this trio's second album, has quite a lot to offer.

Gilbert Gabriel is more than just a filler on keyboards, as his ing around these days. But then like The Dream Academy. something to be said for a band is in hibernation, but there is music a la Peter, Paul and Mary tions highlight the romanticism of life. Full orchestra­

folk, but the sound is more three different. Full orchestra­

Here's to what Mickey is going to say before he says it. They're invol­

uum断 not just welcome, it's a necessity.

For example, Mickey's favorite utterance and trademark "Aaaaahhhhh" is always shouted by the audience after he says "one two three." Also, whenever a comedian mentions a place, they respond by shouting "Boom!"

Mickey is not the only comic at *Something Different.* The club features a microphone full of improvisational performers, stand-up regulars, a musical staff, and their weekly auditioners, who are always welcome.

Some of the comics at the club are: Adam Spiegelman, Mike O'Carroll, magician Baby Gallo, Dan "the man" Price and Steve Max. Dan Price and Steve Max have also performed at places like "Rascals" and at resorts in the Catskill Mountains.

**The movies**

**Long says Hello Again**

By Jill Ficarra
Staff Writer

Hello Again" the new release from Touchstone Pictures in association with Silver Screen Partners III is fun and enter­

It's a new identity. It is a growing than ever.

Lucy has no memory of her death and no idea that an entire year has passed. When she searches for her husband she finds him married to her best friend, Kim (Sela Ward). She also finds her son married, her house sold, and her doctor cut her off. Along with her new life comes a new identity. It is a growing experience, and she starts to "find herself."

Long's portrayal of Lucy is convincing. She plays the clutz to the hilt, although the progress­

Lucy's sister, Zelda, (Judith Ivey) is an eccentric character, who owns an occult bookstore. She is always looking for answers to strange happenings and constantly tries to solve Lucy's problems.

After the incident at the party Lucy visits her sister who tells her she has a purple aura. Zelda attempts to find the meaning in this. As she rummages through a large book collection, Lucy eats some of a Korean chicken ball that her sister has made and chokes on it. She is taken to the hospital and as the doctor (Gabriel Byrne), is trying to save her, she dies.

Comedians at *Something Different* in Bloomingdale invite you to laugh with them every Saturday night.

"I would like to see the series run for one more year before going on tour. The show is made for the road and is perfect for college audiences," he added.

Judging from the response thus far, this may prove to be a beneficial way of spreading the word "Aaaaahhhhh."

Performances are every Sat­

Saturday night at 10 p.m. The show's nominal charge of $4 and B.Y.O.B. policy provides and excellent and inexpensive night out.

*Something Different* is located at 12 Church St. (off of Bloomingdale Ave.) in Montclair.
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Personals

Ellen—After a moments hesita-
tion (or maybe a little longer) - Yes, I've got to say it. I can't even begin to fathom how much fun we are going to have. Your other roommate.

—Kim- Up for the next Giant Mac's Sale? Let's know! Call us, Love, Siobhan & Kerry.

—To all you unfortunate souls who can't even shop alone. You don't know what you're missing!

—Bud & Barbie—Thanks for making my celebratory complete. I had a great time because I was with great friends. I love you! The Goddess.

—Michelle- No, I think I'll pass ela.

—Jodi- I can't believe you got a baby of your own. Don't you know you can always count on me.

—Dear Dave, Laura & Mark, Paul, Sharon & Eugene, and big, sister Lisa.

—Daisy: Linus was late, teacher absent. Lesson was missed, opportunities are lost toリンス: the next communication class, Nov. 16, noon, S. Center Cafe. Bookstore, 

—To the gamma class of Phi Chi Omega. Congratulations, girls. We did it! Love, Chris.

—Barb and Ker- Happy one year anniversary, "May the force be with you." From Lisa's "Love Slave.

—Hey George- How'd you like the card?? Write back! Love, You & Ker.

—To John- I see you when you go into Physics class. You know we met. Interesting.

—SILK- Whatever you need just tell me and I will be O.K. Your best friend. JAPA.

—Grace- Where'd that come from Lippy? Love, Karen.

—Hey- She��: Slug, Toad, Bimbo, and Hornbag- Congratulations on becoming sisters!! Love, Your New Delta Theta Psi Sister, Patty & Tony.

—A.- Last weekend I lost all of my trust in you, this weekend I lost all respect. There's nothing left.

—Please- Would you open me with? Seriously! A sister of Phi Chi Omega.

—Droopy- Thanks for always being there for me. We've been through so much. Not only are we best friends, but we are best sisters too. Don't forget all the good times. When you're down, think about the red towel. I love you. The killer.

—TKE- It's an attitude — To the girls of Ungawa- Welcome, where the personals? XOXO Your prez.

—Frank- I just wanted you to know that you mean the world to me. I love you more than life and I wish I could have you all the time. I'm thinking about you and missing you so much. I love you. I need you. I want you. ME.

—302 B- "Devil" I saw you act Wednesday night and all I can say is Fred, instead of there for me. I want it back, call T.E.

—Odie- I was only kidding about the cheesy balls.

—To all of the ignorant men in the world- If you only knew how much one rose or a card would mean.

—To the Bartender": Here's the personal you've been waiting for. Now at least you can leave MSC knowing that someone sent you a personal. Good luck doing up to your expectations? Dawn.

—Mary Callback- You be busy, I'll be Bill. Get together! I think the girls of AIX sister with the gray dress who was at her Clove Road interrogation on Saturday. I love you. Please friend. The Candy Man.

—To all of my friends. I hope you can always count on me when you need a pal. Don't forget dinner at Nautilus next Monday! Love, another "ela."

—Jodi- I can't believe you got a baby of your own. Don't you know you can always count on me.

—Hey Hotshell on the eighth floor of C. H. We think you're cool. If you're not stuck up, How does 4 on a sound?

—To the gamma class of Phi Chi Omega. Congratulations, girls. We did it! Love, Chris.

—Hey George- How'd you like the card?? Write back! Love, You & Ker.

—To John- I see you when you go into Physics class. You know we met. Interesting.

—SILK- Whatever you need just tell me and I will be O.K. Your best friend. JAPA.

—Grace- Where'd that come from Lippy? Love, Karen.

—Hey- She预案: Slug, Toad, Bimbo, and Hornbag- Congratulations on becoming sisters!! Love, Your New Delta Theta Psi Sister, Patty & Tony.

—A.- Last weekend I lost all of my trust in you, this weekend I lost all respect. There's nothing left.

—Please- Would you open me with? Seriously! A sister of Phi Chi Omega.

—Droopy- Thanks for always being there for me. We've been through so much. Not only are we best friends, but we are best sisters too. Don't forget all the good times. When you're down, think about the red towel. I love you. The killer.

—TKE- It's an attitude — To the girls of Ungawa- Welcome, where the personals? XOXO Your prez.

—Mary- This is just to let you know I'm thinking about ya! You're the sweetest! Love, Chris.

—Frank- Happy 2 years! Care-
vil! I love you. Carolyn.

—Michael- Thanks for giving me your spot in the lot. You're such a gentleman. Friend # 2.

—Bernie- No collect calls this weekend, OK? I can't afford it. Hey, didn't you tell us you were out of money? When's your next checkup??

—Hey Hotshell on the eighth floor of C. H. We think you're cool. If you're not stuck up, How does 4 on a sound?

—To the gamma class of Phi Chi Omega. Congratulations, girls. We did it! Love, Chris.

—Hey George- How'd you like the card?? Write back! Love, You & Ker.

—To John- I see you when you go into Physics class. You know we met. Interesting.

—SILK- Whatever you need just tell me and I will be O.K. Your best friend. JAPA.

—Grace- Where'd that come from Lippy? Love, Karen.

—Hey- She预案: Slug, Toad, Bimbo, and Hornbag- Congratulations on becoming sisters!! Love, Your New Delta Theta Psi Sister, Patty & Tony.

—A.- Last weekend I lost all of my trust in you, this weekend I lost all respect. There's nothing left.

—Please- Would you open me with? Seriously! A sister of Phi Chi Omega.

—Droopy- Thanks for always being there for me. We've been through so much. Not only are we best friends, but we are best sisters too. Don't forget all the good times. When you're down, think about the red towel. I love you. The killer.

—TKE- It's an attitude — To the girls of Ungawa- Welcome, where the personals? XOXO Your prez.

—Rossa UNIVERSITY

GUARANTEED student loans for both schools

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

American Medical School Curriculum. High pass rate on ECFMG exam. Professional clinical rotations. U.S. Medical Schools are accepting Ross students with advanced standing. Listed in WHO.

SCHOOL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE


Information: International Educational Admissions, Inc., 460 West 56th St. New York, NY 10001, (212) 278-5500
—DZ— We all know it was kinky sex!
—Cherry— Can you believe it's only a month? You're the best thing to ever happen to me! I want all of MSC to know that I have the one good thing about this school. Looking forward to the next two weeks, I wish you well, W. Cream.
—Yolanda— "Pinky" Seldon— I wish you would make an effort to be more intelligent towards white people. Please consider all of us as individuals. Yours Truly, one of your residents.
—To Charlotte— Drink up with me. The pledge.
—Toby— Thanks for letting me operate on you Halloween night. I hope you enjoyed it as much as I did. You have the best koolie. The Doc.
—Don't forget! Vote Yes! Nov. 30th-Dec. 12th.
—Make your day— Vote YES!
—the amendment is coming! Watch for details.
—Murph— I can't wait to spend forever with you. Love, LC.
—to all legislators— Get ready cause here we go! Full force! Think Yes! Vote Yes! Live Yes!— Let me come and get you now, and we'll make love on the beach all night.
—Hector— You know, for a young college guy you are pretty ugly.
—Lori— in 303— You've got the dynamic duo of good looks and intelligence! Will you please, young college guy you are pretty ugly.
—To Christopher Mergner— Marriage 1 year after graduation!! I can't wait. XOXO Mary.
—to all Students— Just say YES!
—to all Class Ones— Here's your chance to increase your budget. All you have to do is vote yes!
—Weez— Just shaking me won't do it. How can you help me? I think you know better than I'll talk soon. Am. Coco.
—Make up that nap on the bathroom floor?!? You're a giant "SIS." Let's party soon! Penguins 4-ever. Love ya! Cara.
—Phil— Can you believe it's been six months already? Thank you for making my life the happiest it's ever been. I love you, Jodi.
—Kev— Happy one year anniversary! I love your Barb.
—We are mates. What a woman. Shelley.
—Kim 82— Me dijete que te escribí en español. Super que tu divertas gracias al este mensaje. Como be parecerán los otros. Nos vemos muchacha bonita. Atte un nadador (eso).
—to the biker in 208— Do I have to wait for spring to get another ride? I'm glad we found something to do together. The last two weeks were very special. You're the greatest!
—With love, Stephanie.

wanted

—Part Time/ Salary, $5-$9 per hour. Little Falls office. Flexible hours around your class schedule. Call 900-6460, 24 hours.
—Typist— Hundreds weekly at home! Write: YOUTH EXCHANGE
—Attention— Monday, Nov. 16, L.A.S.O. will be holding a Bilingual Mass at 11:00 a.m. in Kops for Unity. It will be held in Ballroom "C," of the Student Center Annex at 7:00 p.m.
—Tuesday, Nov. 17 from 2-3 p.m. Come to Career Services, Student Center Annex room 104, to find out about career positions related with Paralegal Office.
—Wednesday, November 18, from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m., the MSC Home Economics Club will hold a Banana Eating Contest. The winner will receive a $50 disc camera. Admission is $1. It will be held in Finley Hall.
—The College Tutorial Center is holding a free walk-in. A problem with your Math homework? A number of professional and peers will be on hand during selected hours to give academic assistance. Just drop in and let us know what kind of help you need.
—Could you use an extra $50? Sell me your Saturdays for the next three weeks as landscaping assistant. Union County area. Call 322-7505.
—Interested in film-making? County area. Call 322-7505.
—Learn networking through p/ jobs. Come to Career Services, Student Center Annex, room 104, to learn about exiting part-time job with versatile video production company.
—Learn networking through p/ t jobs. Come to Career Services, Student Center Annex, room 104, to find out about career related positions with Paralegal Office.
—Having Academic Problems? Voice your opinions and fill out an academic survey. Located at the Student Center Information Desk and SGA Office.
—CHS & Dept. graduate students, come to Career Services, Student Center Annex, room 104 to learn about Career Counseling Opportunity in Hackensack, $17.50 per hour.

Datebook

—Sunday, Nov. 15, The Newman Community will celebrate Mass at 11:00 a.m. in Kops Lounge, Russ Hall and at 7:30 p.m. in the Newman Center.
—Monday, Nov. 16, The Newman Community will celebrate Mass at 3:30 p.m. in the Newman Center.
—Wednesday, Nov. 18, from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m., the MSC Home Economics Club will hold a Banana Eating Contest. The winner will receive a $50 disc camera. Admission is $1. It will be held in Finley Hall.

The world is waiting. Be an exchange student.

Step into an adventure filled with opportunities and challenges. As part of International Youth Exchange, a Presidential Initiative for peace, you live abroad with your new host family. Learn new skills. Go to new schools. Make new friends.

Young people from all segments of American society are being selected. If you’d like to be one of them, write for more information on programs, costs and financial aid.

Help bring the world together, one friendship at a time.

A message from the Advertising Council and The International Youth Exchange.

Write: YOUTH EXCHANGE
P.O. Box 6009
Durango, Colorado 81302
**Trivia Time-Out**

Each week, *The Montclarion* publishes a list of sports questions and answers to test your knowledge of sports trivia. In addition, there is a sports stumper which will be answered in the following issue. If you think you have the correct answer to the stumper, drop it off at *The Montclarion* office in Room 113 of the Student Center Annex. The names of those submitting the correct answer will be published in the next week's issue. Deadline for submissions is Monday at 3 p.m.

1. What Tiger pitcher won three games in the 1968 World Series?
2. Who was the first pitcher to win the Cy Young award in both major leagues?
3. The “Cy” in Cy Young's name is short for what nickname?
4. What was the least number of pitchers used by one team in a complete World Series?
5. Who was the first winner of the Cy Young award, in 1956?

---

**Answer to last week's stumper:**
Who is the only player to have led the NCAA, the NBA and the ABA in scoring? Rick Barry.

**Submitting the correct answer was:**
Aldo Depinto, Carmine DeSomma.

**This week's stumper:**
Who was the first black player in the American League?

---

**Indians travel to Glassboro**

**cont. from back page**

back Brian Adkisson, who has been named an All-Conference First Team selection for each of the past two seasons. Junior safety Tom Malek and senior Paul McMahon round out the secondary unit.

The Glassboro State place-kicker is junior Ken Derolf, while the punting chores are handled by Fisher. Both have enjoyed good years for the Pros.

**MSC RB Leroy Horn vs. Glassboro defensive front—Horn will have a tough time running against the Prof defense, which is geared to stop the run. But...**

**MSC QB Anthony Cannon vs. Glassboro secondary—Cannon may have a good game passing, as the defense is susceptible to the pass.**

**MSC C Mike Deevy vs. NG Minor—Minor has been playing well of late, penetrating into opposing teams' backfields, but Deevy is better than most.**

**MSC DE Paul Cioffi vs. T DiCarlo—Cioffi has really come on in the latter part of season and will keep DiCarlo's hands full.**

---

**Swim teams**

**cont. from back page**

last year missed qualifying for the Nationals by four tenths of a second, will return this year to try again.

Mike Pavolony is a returning junior who “has the potential to qualify for the National Championships in the 200 yard butterfly.”

The rest of the team consists of seniors Karl Angersbach (freestyle), Cesar Atehortua (breast stroke, intermediates) and juniors Mike Spano (backstroke, freestyle) and Mike Maroccia (diving).

The new members of the team are freshmen Rich Volpi (sprint crawl stroke) and Mark Powell (freestyle).

The men will have their first meet this Saturday at 1 p.m. against Marist and Monmouth Colleges. It will be held in the Panzer Gymnasium pool complex.

Coach Billesimo is looking for anyone who has swimming experience who wants to be a part of this winning program to join the team.

He feels that the solid and talented swim teams will be an excellent opportunity in aiding and improving the lesser experienced swimmers.

If interested, Coach Billesimo can be reached before 4 p.m. in his office at 893-5242 or after that at swim practice poolside in Panzer Gymnasium.
Gelston feels upcoming season will be a ‘challenge’

By Dennis Campbell
Staff Writer

MSC Head Basketball Coach

Oliver Gelston promises some changes for the upcoming season.

With the addition of two new assistant coaches and two starters returning from last season’s team, Gelston feels upcoming season will be a ‘challenge’ for the Indians.

In the recent scrimmage games, Gelston said the team has been hampered by the “rash of injuries at the guard position."

Other players, Gelston said, "Mike Wegryniak plays good defense, he is a heady player, a good passer, and sees the court well."

Gelston also had high praise for freshman Richard Cream. "He is a good passer, he is working on his ball handling skills, we would like to use him at the guard spot. He’s a good defensive player and he’s very intelligent."

Transfer Pat Brunner is out with a groin injury. Gelston said Brunner is a “heady player who sees the court well and has the best passing skills on the team."

Returning guard Wilson Rodriguez will be looked upon to stabilize that position, and center Tom Deutsch adds some leadership up front.

Emploring an offense that combines motion with basic cuts, Gelston said this would accomodate the quicker forwards.

Next week: Women’s Basketball Preview.

Dawkins’ hardships can be overcome

By now, the news about Darryl Dawkins, former New Jersey Nets center, has traveled through the media. It is evident that Dawkins is experiencing a lot of changes in his life. A back operation, being traded across the country, and his wife’s recent death have been major setbacks in his life.

What the center should realize is that he is surrounded by many people who are legitimately concerned about his welfare at this stage in his life. The four-year Net star was traded recently to the Utah Jazz. So after developing a rapport with the local media and local residents, Dawkins hopefully will make a new start in the Mormon City, which is a most different atmosphere from New York.

As an open note to Dawkins - just remember that there are a lot of fans, friends, teammates and media people who are thinking of you at this time. I remember when my father passed away two years ago and there was a certain “6’11 big guy” in the area with kind words to relay. I know what you are going through, Darryl, from those long talks in University Hospital and the quaint dinner outside the Meadowlands.

There are not words one could say when a person loses someone that is special to their hearts. But Darryl - if you are in New Jersey, this time I will buy the sandwich at that same restaurant nearby the Meadowlands. Right now there are a lot of downpoints, but the Chocolate Thunder will be thundering down the courts in the media once again. It’s just like you once told this reporter: sometimes, you’ve just got to hang in there, big guy.

Interested in sports? Want to see your name in print?

That’s all it takes to join THE MONTCLAIRON’s sportswriting team!

We're looking for interested people to become a beat writer for any one of many fall sports teams available. Nothing too taxing, mind you - it’s easy, fun and exciting. Plus, 10,000 people will see your name in print, just like Perry 'The Jet' Schwarz.

Stop by The Montclarion office, Room 113, Student Center Annex, or contact Sports Editor Kenny Peck at 893-5241.

THE MONTCLAIRON Get between our sheets

The Montclarion is proud to be a CLASS ONE organization of your SGA.
By Perry Schwarz
Staff Writer

The Indians recorded their sixth consecutive victory with a 21-7 win over Jersey City State College Saturday night at Sprague Field.

Senior Leroy Horn, who has compiled 921 yards over four years against the Gothics, rushed for 177 of those yards on 33 carries. He also scored twice to pace MSC.

Although the Indians won the conference match up, they were out of the race for the New Jersey Athletic Conference title.

Kean College secured the championship for the first time in its history with a victory over Trenton State last week. MSC will be bidding for second place when they take on Glassboro State this week.

The Indians came out strong in the opening half Saturday with an aggressive defense and executing offense. Freshman quarterback Anthony Cannon completed five passes for 89 yards, as senior tight end Ed Pedicini received four of them for 88 yards.

The team, however, came out flat in the second half. Head Coach Ted Kershner said, "The Gothics' score woke the players up. They had to play the way they did in the first half to win the game."

Defensively, sophomore Paul Cioffi had a spectacular evening. He provided two unassisted and 10 assisted tackles, one pass breakup, caused one fumble, and registered three sacks.

Also, senior Miguel Hernandez had four unassisted tackles, five assists and one sack. Sophomore John Hernandez also recovered a fumble, had two sacks and recorded six tackles.

The Hernandez brothers have a total of 174 tackles between them thus far this season.

Another key defensive player was junior David Harris. Harris registered his eighth interception of the year.

This week, the Indians will travel to Glassboro, New Jersey to complete their season. Traditionally, this matchup has been for the conference championship, but unfortunately this is not the case this season.

MSC wins battle, loses war

By Jim Argostine
Correspondent

MSC recently appointed Jim Billesimo as Head Coach of the men's and women's swim teams, as well as of the water polo team. Billesimo joins Mickey Davis, the diving coach for both teams.

Billesimo comes to the Indians well qualified. He is a 1980 graduate of Springfield College of Massachusetts with a B.S. in Physical Education.

Over nine years, his coaching experience has varied from the formation and his coaching of a private swim team to coaching on the collegiate level. His overall career record is 64-31.

In 1981, he coached Springfield H.S.'s boy's and girl's swim teams. In his first year there, the boys were conference champs and the girls placed second in the conference.

In 1983, Billesimo went out to coach at Marist College, where he started the women's swim team. In the 1986-87 season, the women were second in the conference.

Coach Billesimo has great expectations for MSC's women's swim team, which was ranked sixth in the nation last year in their division. He feels that "we have established a goal to finish in the top three at the Metropolitan Conference Championships and to increase the number of National's qualifiers this year."

The women's swim team this year consists of three returning All-Americans and 10 others.

Senior and co-captain Gail Meneghin is a 17 time All-American swimmer and school record holder in the 100 and 200 breast stroke, 100 and 200 medley, as well as being a member of five record holding relay teams.

Junior Kim Muller was All-American five times last year as a freshman and is a member of three school record holding relay teams.

The rest of the team includes co-captain Jackie Press (freestyle, fly), and seniors Alycia Witten (breast stroke, freestyle), and Patricia Rudolph (breast stroke, freestyle).

The juniors include Michelle Manion (freestyle), and Grace Smith (diving). The sophomores are Leslie De Lucio (IM, freestyle), and Sandy Sanchez (freestyle).

Freshmen Francis Cullen (freestyle), Kathleen De Rosa (breast stroke, freestyle), and Racquel Carra (freestyle) make up the remainder of the squad.

The team had their season opener last Saturday at the Metropolitan Conference Relay Carnival, where they placed in all but one event.

The team of Muller, Meneghin, Jacobus and Witten placed first in the 400 medley relay with a time of 4:23.76. Witten, Jacobus, Cullen and Meneghin placed second in the 400 freestyle relay with 4:09.39.

MSC wins battle, loses war

By Kenny Peck
Sports Editor

MSC wraps up its regular season Friday night with a road game against conference rival Glassboro State College.

Game time for Friday's match up has been changed from 8:00 to a 7:30 start.

The Profs edged William Paterson last week, 8-7, while the Indians defeated Jersey City State by a 21-7 margin.

Senior head coach Ted Kershner's squad runs a veer option type offense, much like the "run and shoot" type of offense run by the Houston Gamblers of the now defunct United States Football League.

Junior quarterback Bill Fisher has had an outstanding campaign thus far this season, mainly accumulating passing yardage via short passes to his running backs.

Glassboro State is well represented in the backfield, as they boast six players who see action at the running back positions.

Senior Elliot Deshields, junior Anthony Lombardi, sophomores Franklin Brown and John Crandall, and freshmen Malcolm Freeman and George Kuhne all get playing time for the Profs.

At wide receiver, senior Marty Regan has enjoyed a fine season, and sophomore Mike Cefalo has also been productive.

The offensive line is built around 1986 Second Team All-Conference center Joe Lopez, a senior who has started all four seasons for Glassboro State.

Veterans Jeff Weiner (senior) and Jay Wolf (junior) are at the guard positions, while sophomore Roberto DeCarlo and junior Bill Stitt are the tackles.

Defensively, The Profs have been strong once again this year. The wide line is led by senior tackle Jeff Spector, a Division III Preseason All-American selection.

Spector is joined by junior Bob Sica and sophomores Steve Straw and Nate Minor on the defensive front.

Vince Principato and junior Mike Iles, on the inside are senior Dennis Vespe and junior Clint Gaskin.

The defensive backfield is filled with veterans. Chief among them is senior corner Backfield.

Game time changed

The starting time for Friday night's game between MSC and Glassboro State has been moved from 8:00 to a 7:30 start. For a preview, see the story below.

Senior tailback Leroy Horn, who had another outstanding game against Jersey City State Saturday night with 177 yards rushing.

Indians' final battle against Glassboro St.

By Kenny Peck
Sports Editor

MSC wins battle, loses war

By Perry Schwarz
Staff Writer

The Indians came out strong in the opening half Saturday with an aggressive defense and executing offense. Freshman quarterback Anthony Cannon completed five passes for 89 yards, as senior tight end Ed Pedicini received four of them for 88 yards.

The team, however, came out flat in the second half. Head Coach Ted Kershner said, "The Gothics' score woke the players up. They had to play the way they did in the first half to win the game."

Defensively, sophomore Paul Cioffi had a spectacular evening. He provided two unassisted and 10 assisted tackles, one pass breakup, caused one fumble, and registered three sacks.

Also, senior Miguel Hernandez had four unassisted tackles, five assists and one sack. Sophomore John Hernandez also recovered a fumble, had two sacks and recorded six tackles.

The Hernandez brothers have a total of 174 tackles between them thus far this season.

Another key defensive player was junior David Harris. Harris registered his eighth interception of the year.

This week, the Indians will travel to Glassboro, New Jersey to complete their season. Traditionally, this matchup has been for the conference championship, but unfortunately this is not the case this season.

Senior tailback Leroy Horn, who had another outstanding game against Jersey City State Saturday night with 177 yards rushing.

MSC wins battle, loses war

By Jim Argostine
Correspondent

MSC recently appointed Jim Billesimo as Head Coach of the men's and women's swim teams, as well as of the water polo team. Billesimo joins Mickey Davis, the diving coach for both teams.

Billesimo comes to the Indians well qualified. He is a 1980 graduate of Springfield College of Massachusetts with a B.S. in Physical Education.

Over nine years, his coaching experience has varied from the formation and his coaching of a private swim team to coaching on the collegiate level. His overall career record is 64-31.

In 1981, he coached Springfield H.S.'s boy's and girl's swim teams. In his first year there, the boys were conference champs and the girls placed second in the conference.

In 1983, Billesimo went out to coach at Marist College, where he started the women's swim team. In the 1986-87 season, the women were second in the conference.

Coach Billesimo has great expectations for MSC's women's swim team, which was ranked sixth in the nation last year in their division. He feels that "we have established a goal to finish in the top three at the Metropolitan Conference Championships and to increase the number of National's qualifiers this year."

The women's swim team this year consists of three returning All-Americans and 10 others.

Senior and co-captain Gail Meneghin is a 17 time All-American swimmer and school record holder in the 100 and 200 breast stroke, 100 and 200 medley, as well as being a member of five record holding relay teams.

Junior Kim Muller was All-American five times last year as a freshman and is a member of three school record holding relay teams.

The rest of the team includes co-captain Jackie Press (freestyle, fly), and seniors Alycia Witten (breast stroke, freestyle), and Patricia Rudolph (breast stroke, freestyle).

The juniors include Michelle Manion (freestyle), and Grace Smith (diving). The sophomores are Leslie De Lucio (IM, freestyle), and Sandy Sanchez (freestyle).

Freshmen Francis Cullen (freestyle), Kathleen De Rosa (breast stroke, freestyle), and Racquel Carra (freestyle) make up the remainder of the squad.

The team had their season opener last Saturday at the Metropolitan Conference Relay Carnival, where they placed in all but one event.

The team of Muller, Meneghin, Jacobus and Witten placed first in the 400 medley relay with a time of 4:23.76. Witten, Jacobus, Cullen and Meneghin placed second in the 400 freestyle relay with 4:09.39. Muller, Meneghin, De Luca and Cullen placed third in the 200 medley relay at 2:06.83.

Coach Billesimo said that he was impressed with the performance of the girls for this early in the season. Each girl," he added,"swam a personal best."

The next meet for the women will be on Friday, November 13 at New York University at 7 p.m.

Billesimo also coaches the mens swim team, which is a "quality, not quantity" team. It consists of nine men.

Returning senior captain Andy Pecoraro is the school record holder in the 500, 1000, and 1650 yard freestyle events. The coach feels that "Andy has the capability to qualify for the Division III nationals in the 200 yard butterfly and 500 yard freestyle."

Senior Joe Jennicelli, who cont. on p. 18